ORIGINAL ARTICLE
Outcome measurement in functional somatic syndromes: SF-36 summary scores and some scales were not valid 
Introduction
Functional somatic syndromes (FSS), for example, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, and so on, are prevalent worldwide and in all medical settings [1, 2] . They constitute a burden for sufferers [3] , they are costly for society [4, 5] , and their management and treatment is a major challenge to health care providers [1] . FSS show substantial overlap [6e14] and share the core feature of patients' suffering from persistent painful and disabling physical symptoms in the absence of identifiable and sufficiently explanatory structural or other specified pathology [1,2,9,15e18] . Objective measures of disease severity are lacking, and subjective measures of symptom severity and of perceived physical health are therefore of particular interest in outcome measurement in FSS.
At present, the large number of divergent outcome measures used in clinical studies investigating treatment strategies in FSS hamper systematic reviews and metaanalyses [1,19e22] . It has been argued that this diversity in outcome measurement forms an essential obstacle for evidence-based improvement of care in FSS [1] , and there is growing consensus about the need for global patientrated outcome measures for functioning and health-related quality of life in FSS research [17, 23] .
The most widely used [24] measure to assess perceived physical health is the Medical Outcomes Study 36-item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36) [25, 26] physical component summary (PCS). The SF-36 is a generic instrument used to assess health-related quality of life on eight dimensions of physical and mental health [27] . The PCS measures patients' overall physical health by summarizing all SF-36 scales, giving strongest weight to the scales physical functioning (PF), bodily pain (BP), role physical (RP), and general health (GH) [28] (Fig. 1 ). According to the conceptual model underlying the SF-36, a low PCS score indicates limitations in self-care and daily activities, suffering from severe pain, and poor general health [28] .
The SF-36 PCS offers several advantages for outcome measurement in FSS. First, the SF-36 is extensively validated in the general population [29e31], primary care [30] , and several medical conditions [27] . Second, the SF-36 is increasingly used in studies investigating FSS.
What is new?

Key findings
In patients with severe functional somatic syndromes (FSS), three 36-item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36) scales (role physical, role emotional, and general health) with considerable contribution to the SF-36 physical component summary (PCS) failed basic scaling assumptions.
The component summaries PCS and MCS, originally created as independent measures of physical and mental health, were negatively correlated in these patients.
Principal component analysis revealed a stronger association of the SF-36 vitality scale with the physical component than with the mental component.
What [28] : Scores are normally distributed without any floor or ceiling effects, the reliability in the general population is high, and because several SF-36 scales are affected in FSS [32e36], the PCS has a high power to detect treatment effects. On the other hand, the use of the PCS as outcome measure in FSS may be afflicted with shortcomings and pitfalls. No study has so far examined the validity of the SF-36 scales and summaries in patients with FSS, but a number of studies in other clinical conditions indicate that it may be problematic to apply a generic instrument like the SF-36 to a clinical sample because items or scales may not be well targeted [37e39] . This regards especially the scales RP and role emotional (RE) that are often hampered by very high ceiling effects [37,40e42] . Moreover, a study in patients with chronic fatigue syndrome found indications that these scales may be particularly sensitive to patients' symptom attributions [35] and, therefore, should be interpreted with caution in trials investigating ill-defined medical conditions. Both problems may affect the performance of the PCS, because the RP and RE scales contribute substantially, but with opposite loadings, to the summary score (Fig. 1) . Finally, the scoring procedure for the summary measures PCS and MCS was derived using a national sample of US adults, and studies in different patient populations have shown that this scoring procedure can distort results and produce inconsistency between single SF-36 scales and the summaries [43e49].
Aim
On this background, we aimed to evaluate the validity of the SF-36 scale and summary scores in patients with severe FSS using data from a randomized clinical trial.
Methods
Participants
Among 278 patients referred to our Clinic with diagnoses of FSS or multiple medically unexplained physical symptoms, 147 were screened positive to participate in the trial and underwent a thorough clinical assessment. Of them, 127 patients reached criteria for chronic and severe bodily distress syndrome [10, 50] , a novel empirically based diagnostic category that has recently been shown to encompass several FSS and diagnostic analoges [50] . In its severe type, bodily distress syndrome requires functional somatic symptoms from at least three of four bodily systems and moderate to severe impairment in daily living [50] . A total of 120 patients accepted participation in the trial and were randomly assigned to receive either specialized treatment or enhanced usual care. The trial is registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT00132197, where a more detailed description can be found.
Instrument and measures
Patients filled in the Danish version [51] of the SF-36 questionnaire a few days before the clinical assessment, which was carried out by two experienced psychiatrists with at least 4 years of training in internal medicine and surgery and two senior residents in psychiatry.
The measurement model of the SF-36
The SF-36 consists of 35 items, which are used to assess eight health domains (Fig. 1) . One additional item measures change of health status over the past year and is not scored. Likert's method of summated ratings [52] is used to calculate scale scores, that is, item responses are summed without weighting or standardization. Sum scores of the eight scales are then transformed linearly to values from 0 (worst health) to 100 (best health). Although the identical range of all scales may assume identical metrics, this is not the case (i.e., the same score does not have the same meaning across scales). To overcome this, the developers propose norm-based scoring, which means that the summed scores are presented as z scores (mean 0, standard deviation [SD 1]) or T scores (mean 50, SD 10), and hence individual scores are reported in SD units [28] .
The summary measures physical and mental component summary (PCS and MCS) are derived from z scores by using means and SDs of the corresponding scales of the US population. z scores are then multiplied with their respective factor score coefficients and summed (Fig. 1) . Finally, these aggregated scores are transformed into T scores [28, 53] .
We calculated scale and summary scores according to the Danish manual [51] , which uses means and SDs from the general US population and identical weights as the original version. PCS and MCS are therefore comparable to those in US studies, but it is noteworthy that the Danish population shows slightly better MCS (54.0) than the US population [54] .
The section on physical and dissociative symptoms of the SCAN
The Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN) is a semistructured instrument endorsed by the World Health Organization to assess physical symptoms and emotional complaints [55] . To explore patients' physical symptoms, we used a revised version of Section 2, covering a total of 88 different physical complaints. All [28] ). Lines indicate contribution of items to scales and of scales to summary measures. The thickness of the lines connecting scales and summaries indicates how much a single scale contributes to the summary measure, that is, the magnitude of the factor score coefficients by which z scores of scales are multiplied (range À0. 23 We tested the SF-36 scales for several scaling assumptions that must be satisfied according to Likert's method of summated ratings [52] and the developers of the SF-36 [27] . Furthermore, we evaluated data quality and the extent to which the relationship between items and scales was consistent with the conceptual model. All analyses were carried out in Stata version 9.0 [56] .
To be regarded as valid outcome measures in patients with FSS, SF-36 scales must satisfy the following criteria [57e59]:
1 High data quality
Missing percentages for items and scales were calculated to estimate data quality. It was regarded excellent (i.e., items are acceptable to patients and easy to answer), if missing values were below 5% for items and below 3% for scales.
Parallelism of items
Response distribution, means, and SDs were estimated for each item. We regarded items of a scale as being parallel if they showed similar estimates for means and SDs.
Construct validity
Corrected item-own scale correlations (i.e., the correlation between each item and the total score computed from the remaining items in that scale) were calculated to test for convergent and discriminant validity of each item. We scored items as definite scaling success when item-own correlations exceeded item-other correlations by at least two standard errors (SEs) of a correlation coefficient (SE 5 2 * 1/ON), and item-own correlations at the same time exceeded 0.40 [60] . Because our sample size was small, we accepted one item-other correlation to a closely related scale (according to the conceptual model [28] ) within the range of two SEs. Otherwise, items were scored as probable scaling success (itemown correlations were not exceeding item-other correlations by two SEs in two or more cases) or probable scaling failure (item-other correlations were exceeding item-own correlations in at least one case).
Internal consistency
Cronbach's alpha (i.e., the weighted average correlation among all items in a scale) was calculated to estimate internal consistency. We regarded this criterion satisfied if Cronbach's alpha exceeded 0.70 [57, 58] .
5 Targeting to the sample Floor and ceiling effects were evaluated from the distribution of scores. We regarded scales well targeted to patients with severe FSS if floor and ceiling effects were negligible (!15%) [58] .
Analysisdstep 2: Is the SF-36 PCS a valid measure of patients' perceived physical health in FSS?
To be regarded as a valid outcome measure in patients with FSS, the SF-36 PCS should satisfy the following criteria [58] :
1 Correlation matrix should be concordant with the conceptual model
Pearson correlations of scales and summaries were calculated and compared with the correlations reported by Ware and Kosinski [28] . According to the model, the PCS correlates strongly with the PF, RP, and BP scales and weakly with the RE and MH scales. Furthermore, the PCS is expected to be uncorrelated with the MCS [28] . 3 Results from principal component analysis (PCA) should be concordant with the conceptual model A PCA of the SF-36 scales with varimax rotation was carried out as described by the developers of the SF-36 [28] . Eigenvalues and the scree plot were examined to estimate the optimum number of components to rotate. Factor loadings on the two orthogonally rotated components were compared with those reported in the manual [28] . Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the study population. Patients were predominantly female (79%), mean age of 36 years. A considerable proportion (22%) was in receipt of disability pensions, and another 39% were unemployed and had been so in most cases for several years. As expected, most patients had multiple FSS diagnoses. The illnesses were long lasting (median, 7 years), and one-third suffered from current comorbid anxiety or depression. According to the SCAN diagnostic instrument, patients suffered from a mean of 33 functional somatic symptoms (range, 13e58).
Results
Sample characteristics
Data quality
Missing items (including those set to be missing because of logical errors [27] ) were low for all items (!5%) ( Table 2) ; hence the large majority of patients were capable of understanding and answering the questions. However, scale scores for the RP and RE scales could only be estimated for 116 patients (96.7%); so these scales did not satisfy our criterion for excellent data quality. In each of the eight scales, the items had similar SDs and roughly similar means, with the exception of the PF scale where some items are ordered by severity. Almost all response options were endorsed, with the exception of four items: no patient expressed very good or excellent health (items 1 and 11d), a maximum of energy (item 9e) or being extremely nervous (item 9b). Given the clinical characteristics of the sample, these findings were not unexpected; however, they may indicate a reduced sensitivity of the instrument in patients with severe FSS.
Are SF-36 scales valid outcome measures in FSS?
Fig . 2 gives the distribution, means, and Danish norms of the SF-36 scale scores. Severe FSS had a major impact on both physical and mental health-related quality of life with average decrements from Danish norms of one to two SDs. The RE and RP scales showed pronounced floor and ceiling effects and were not normally distributed. Skewness was considerable for the RP scale only.
Correlations of items with scales and scales with summaries are reported for the 116 patients with complete data on all scale and summary scores:
The vast majority of items showed definite scaling success (Table 3 ). However, scaling success for the items 4a, 4c, 11a, and 11c was uncertain; and two items (1 and 3a) showed probable scaling failure: Item 1 correlated with the PF, RP, and BP scales more than with the GH scale but showed no correlation with the RE and MH scales, indicating that patients did not recognize their emotional problems as a part of their overall healthdalthough many of them experienced emotional problems. Item 3a was more strongly correlated with the BP scale than with the PF scale, indicating that patients were limited in vigorous activities mostly because of their pain.
At least half of the items in the RP and GH scales could not be rated as definite scaling successes. In addition, the internal consistency criterion for these two scales was not satisfied (Cronbach's alpha below 0.70, Table 4 ).
4.4.
Is the SF-36 PCS a valid measure of patients' perceived physical health in FSS? Table 4 gives the correlation matrix of scales and summaries. Pearson correlations among SF-36 scales ranged from À0.12 to 0.60 with 14 of 28 (50%) correlation coefficients not exceeding 0.30, which is in contrast with the conceptual model and results from the general population (Tables 3.9 and 3.10 in [28] ). In addition, the purest mental health scales (RE and MH) were not at all correlated with the physical health scales (PF, RP, and BP) and, as a consequence of their negative weighting in the scoring procedure for the summaries, they showed substantial negative correlation with the PCS. Conversely, the MCS was only weakly correlated with the physical health scales. The GH scale showed substantial correlations solely with vitality (VT) and social functioning (SF), whereas correlations with the physical health scales were weak. Finally, PCS and MCS were negatively correlated (r 5 À0. 46 Nine patients had extremely low PCS scores, that is, values below the profile range of !20.1 [61] . Compared with scale scores of the 49 patients with a PCS score in the range 20e30, patients with extremely low PCS scores had significantly lower scores on the SF-36 scales, PF and RP, and significantly higher scores on the RE and MH scales (t-test with unequal variances, all P ! 0.05). Differences for the remaining scales were not significant. Hence, in patients with FSS, extremely low PCS scores did not indicate extremely poor physical health, but rather a combination of poor PF, good MH, and illness perceptions attributing role limitations to a physical disease and not emotional problems.
PCA with varimax rotation extracted two components with eigenvalues exceeding unity (Fig. 3) . The scree plot supported the existence of two higher order factors. However, the two components explained only 58.8% of the variance in all SF-36 scales, which is considerably less than the 80% recommended to generate summaries on the basis of SF-36 scales. In addition, the factor loadings differed markedly from those reported by Ware and Kosinki from the general US population (Figure 3.2 in [28] ). Specifically, the VT scale loaded primarily on the physical component, whereas PF and BP showed weak negative loadings on the mental component. For the GH scale, only a small proportion (33%) of the reliable variance was explained by the two components. To summarize, PCA of the correlations of SF-36 scales revealed a structure of health quite different from that underlying the scoring algorithm for the SF-36 PCS and MCS.
Discussion
In this cross-sectional study, we aimed to test the validity of the SF-36 scales and summaries in patients with severe FSS. Our main finding was that the structure of self-rated health in patients with severe FSS differed substantially from that of the general population. We found not only reduced performance of single scales but also serious problems with the summary measures PCS and MCS. According to the SF-36 manual [28] , a weak or zero correlation of the PCS and MCS is an indicator of the validity of the orthogonal factor rotation used in the construction of the summary measures and hence a basic prerequisite for their use. However, we demonstrated an almost strong negative correlation between these summaries in patients with severe FSS. This questions the validity of the summary measures PCS and MCS in patients with severe FSS.
Although the majority of the SF-36 scales showed good data quality and satisfied basic scaling assumptions in the study sample, this was not the case for the scales RP, GH, and RE. The RP and RE scales showed marked floor and ceiling effects, which also has been reported in other studies [37,40e42] . These effects can be explained, at least partly, by the dichotomous format (yes vs. no) of the items (4aed, 5aec, Fig. 1 ) that measure these concepts, and this format has consequently been changed to a five-point Likert scale in the newer version (version 2) of the SF-36 [62] . However, what was more specific for our sample was the combination of marked floor effects in the RP scale and marked ceiling effects in the RE scale. This may be explained by the fact that the items of the RE and RP scales force patients specifically to attribute their limitations in daily living to either physical or mental health problems [35] because patients are asked two questions at the same time [58] : (1) Have you experienced difficulties performing your work and daily activities? and (2) Are these difficulties a result of your physical health or of any emotional problems? Our results indicate that many patients with severe FSS regard their illness as a pure physical problem, whereas others have difficulties to attribute their limitations to either physical or mental health problems, which may explain the reduced data quality and low internal consistency of the RP scale. A study in patients with schizophrenia found similar problems with the RE and RP scales and suggested one common scale to measure disability [63] , which would be less affected by patients' individual understanding of their illness. This, together with a five-point Likert scale, may also solve the problems of the RE and RP scales in patients with FSS.
The GH scale's low internal consistency in patients with severe FSS was caused by two items that are measuring patients' future health expectations (items 11a and 11c, Fig. 1 ) rather than patients' current experience of their health. These two items were neither substantially correlated with their own scale nor with any other SF-36 scale. They were also the reason why the GH scale was correlated only with VT and SF and notdas it would be in line with the conceptual modeldwith PF, RP, and BP. To our knowledge, this has not been reported in other clinical populations. One solution would be to leave the items 11a and 11c out in the calculation of the GH score. However, because of the frequent rating of very poor overall health (item 1), which is typical for patients with severe FSS [32e36], this modified GH scale would probably be hampered by marked floor effects. In its current form, the GH scale should be interpreted with caution in patients with severe FSS.
Our study is a further case example of the limitations of calculating the summary measures PCS and MCS without careful examination whether their use is justified in a specific sample. Studies in a variety of clinical conditions have demonstrated that the scoring algorithms that are derived from PCA in the general US population [28] are often not valid in clinical samples [37e40,63] ; and Hann and Reeves [48] have reported disease-specific correlations of the SF-36 scales with underlying dimensions of physical or mental health. Others, however, have found the relationship of the SF-36 dimensions of physical and mental health to be stable across different health states and in the normal population of several countries [54] . To establish whether the negative correlation of PCS and MCS in patients with severe FSS might be an artifact of the sampling of patients by means of the novel unifying diagnosis bodily distress syndrome [50] in our study, we contacted two other research groups working with FSS. They reported small negative correlations of PCS and MCS for patients with multisomatoform pain disorder (r 5 À0. In subgroups of patients with irritable bowel syndrome with and without comorbid mental disorders, respectively [64] , the negative correlations were even higher, ranging from À0.25 to À0.28 (B. Tomeson, personal communication). Hence, the finding of a negative correlation of PCS and MCS in this study is supported by studies in a variety of FSS.
We are aware of three mechanisms that may explain our main finding. First, the problems with single items and scales that we have demonstrated in this study may contribute to the lack of validity of the PCS in patients with severe FSS. This regards especially the scales RE, RP, and GH, which are highly influenced by patients' causal attributions and expectations about their health, because patients' own explanations of their symptoms play a key role in their interpretation of the underlying items [35] . This may not only influence the reported level of disability for single scales but also have pronounced effects on the performance of the summaries. As one easily can calculate [61] , two patients with an almost identical SF-36 profile, but greatly divergent causal attributions of their illness (patient 1: RP score 0, RE score 100; patient 2: RP score 100, RE score 0), would show a difference of 16 points in their PCS score.
Second, the negative correlation of PCS and MCS may be explained simply by very low scale values in our sample, which exacerbate the weaknesses of factor score coefficients that are based on orthogonal factor rotation. Our study revealed that low PF in combination with good MH resulted in extremely low PCS scores. This finding may not be specific for patients with FSS. It may, instead, be a general result of the scoring procedure. As Taft et al. [61] have convincingly demonstrated, the SF-36 summaries are negatively correlated (and hence not valid) at their extremes as a result of the orthogonal scoring procedure [43] . Consequently, we would expect similar problems with extremely low summary scores in other clinical conditions. However, when we excluded extremely low PCS scores from the analysis, the negative correlation of PCS and MCS remained substantial (r 5 À0.40, 95% [CI À0.55 to À0.23]).
Third, some researchers are convinced that the construction of summaries based on orthogonal factor solution may distort results especially in situations where patients experience complex health problems that result in both physical disability and emotional distress [47e49, 65, 66] , as is the case in severe FSS [1] . In a large population-based study, Hann and Reeves [48] compared summary measures based on orthogonal and oblique factor rotation. They found that score differences were particularly evident among patients with mental illness and among patients with comorbid mental and physical diseases, often affecting 40% or more of the sample. This is in accordance with our own finding that the negative correlation of PCS and MCS was especially manifested in the subgroup of patients with comorbid psychiatric disorders and further supported by two studies in primary care: a trial assessing treatment effects in depressed patients reported moderate negative correlation (r 5 À0.30, 95% CI [À0.40 to À0.19]) of PCS and MCS [67] . Our own reanalysis of data of a large trial in primary care, the functional illness in primary care study [68, 69] [63] . Overall, there is substantial evidence that orthogonally constructed summary measures do not accurately reflect patients' physical and mental health [45, 70] in patients with mental disorders and in patients with mental and physical comorbidity [43,44,46e48,63,66] .
To conclude, our main finding of a distorted structure of self-rated health in patients with severe FSS, as compared with the general population, may be explained by a combination of psychometric problems and low-content validity of single scales (RP, RE, and GH), well-known problems with the orthogonal scoring procedure for the SF-36 summaries, and complex interacting physical and mental health problems in this group of patients. Several strategies have been proposed to aggregate summary measures in situations were the original scoring algorithm for the PCS and MCS inaccurately summarizes scale scores: (1) oblique rotation of two [66, 71] or three factors [31] derived from all eight scales; (2) oblique rotation of two factors derived from the five most ''pure'' scales of physical and mental health (PF, BP, RP, RE, and MH) [48] ; (3) simple sum [63] or weighted sum [26] of (a) PF, RP, BP, and GH; and (b) SF, VT, RE, and MH to calculate physical health and MH components, respectively; and (4) new construction of scales based on item response theory [70, 72] . Our study supports the existence of two distinct higher order factors of self-rated health in FSS, which can be interpreted as dimensions of physical and mental health. This finding is well established through numerous empirical studies [37, 38, 63, 72, 73] . However, none of the reported proposals can immediately be recommended for use in patients with FSS because all would include the scales RP, RE, and GH. We found these scales to be hampered not only by psychometric problems but also by low content validity.
Alternative aggregate measures to replace the SF-36 PCS in patients with severe FSS should be based on valid SF-36 scales that measure core aspects of perceived physical health in this patient group. On the basis of our study, and according to others [17] , the scales PF and BP fulfill these requirements and are therefore important candidates for such an aggregate score. However, the VT scale may also represent important aspects of perceived physical health in FSS. Fatigue and lack of energy are frequent complaints in patients with severe FSS, also in the absence of psychiatric comorbidity. We found the VT scale to be correlated primarily to patients' physical health, a finding that is supported by a recent study that demonstrated condition-specific loadings of the VT scale on factors of physical and mental health [48] . Further studies are needed to sort out whether the VT scale should be included in a summary measure of perceived physical health in FSS. In the construction of such an alternative summary score, it is crucial to avoid methods that produce negative factor score coefficients.
Several limitations should be mentioned. First, it is uncertain whether the results of our study can be generalized to patient groups with mild and less chronic FSS because all patients included in this study had chronic conditions. However, the study sample can be regarded as representative for patients with severe and chronic FSS because patients were referred from primary and secondary care, several medical specialties, and urban and rural parts of Denmark. In addition, only few patients refused to participate. Second, our sample is rather small to question the validity of a well-established outcome measure, and our findings therefore require replication.
Conclusion
Based on the present study, only five SF-36 scales (PF, BP, VT, SF, and MH) are valid outcome measures in patients with severe FSS. The remaining scales (RP, RE, and GH) are hampered by psychometric problems and low content validity. The component summaries PCS and MCS may not be valid in patients with severe FSS, and alternative summaries are needed to measure perceived physical health in this patient group. Our results need to be confirmed in larger samples and in patients with less severe and less chronic illness.
